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Abstract. Developing electromagnetically (EM) tracked tools can be very time 
consuming. Tool design traditionally takes many iterations, each of which re-
quires construction of a physical tool and performing lengthy experiments. We 
propose a simulator that allows tools to be virtually designed and tested before 
ever being physically built. Both tool rigid body (RB) configurations and refer-
ence RB configurations are configured; the reference RB can be located any-
where in the field, and the tool is virtually moved around the reference in user-
specified pattern. Sensor measurements of both RBs are artificially distorted ac-
cording to a previously acquired error field mapping, and the 6-DOF frames of 
the Tool and Reference are refit to the distorted sensors. It is possible to predict 
the tool tip registration error for a particular tool and coordinate reference frame 
(CRF) in a particular scenario before ever even building the tools. 

1   Introduction 

Optimal design of new electromagnetically (EM) tracked tools requires determining 
the quantity, relative position, and pose of sensors on tools and the corresponding 
coordinate reference frames (CRFs). Design is a tedious and time consuming process; 
to optimize a tool experimentally it takes many design iterations; for each it is neces-
sary to build the tool, collect data, and perform error analysis. We propose a simulator 
that allows arbitrary tool rigid body (RB) configurations and arbitrary CRF configura-
tions of any number of sensors to be virtually positioned in user-specified patterns and 
distorted according to a model of a previously acquired measurement distortion error 
map. This predicts the tool tip registration error for a particular tool with respect to a 
patient-mounted CRF in a particular scenario before ever building the physical tools.  

This work spans two distinct fields related to Image Guided Surgery (IGS). First is 
tool design and optimization. There appears to be no analytical work directly related 
to EM tool design, but there has been in depth analysis of optically tracked tool de-
sign. The primary work in this field is presented in a series of papers by Fitzpatrick, 
West, and Maurer, the most recent of which being [1] and [2]. The second key field is 
EM tracker characterization and calibration, where there has been much work so this 
summary is far from exhaustive. Tracker characterization involves measurement of 
the tracking errors with respect to a ground truth reference; recent work describing 
this can be found in [3] and [4]. Calibration, which takes characterization information 
to make a model of the measurement distortion has been presented in many papers, 
including [5] and [6]. In this work, we adapted the formulation of [7], which specifi-
cally modeled Aurora tracker’s distortion. 
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2   Measurement Error Modeling 

It is important to be able to map the measurement error in a distorted measurement 
field of an EM tracker; such a mapping is essential for understanding how error is 
affected by the environment and for modeling the distortion and further error analysis. 

2.1   Measurement Error Assessment  

Sensor measurement distortion is assessed by collecting a large quantity of measure-
ments from the EM tracker along with corresponding reference measures from a 
ground truth. In our trials, the NDI Optotrak optical tracking system (OTS) is used as 
a reference for the NDI Aurora EM tracking system (EMTS); the Optotrak has an 
accuracy that is about one order of magnitude better than that of the Aurora and is 
effectively immune to field distortion. The EM sensors are moved throughout the 
working volume of the Aurora and simultaneously tracked with the EMTS and OTS. 
By registering the EM sensors to this OTS RB and optically tracking Aurora, it is 
possible to know the ground truth position and orientation (pose) of each sensor. Ref-
erence measurements are then compared to EMTS measurements for the same time 
step to obtain the measurement error’s position and orientation components. Position 
error is simply the translation required to align the ideal reference position to the 
distorted EMTS position. Orientation error is defined as a Rodriguez vector that cor-
responds to the magnitude, θ , and axis of rotation, ωv , required to align the OTS 
reference to the EMTS measurement. The errors are mathematically represented as 
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2.2   Polynomial Modeling of Measurement Error 

The detailed error mapping is used to generate a model that estimates a sensor’s 
measurement error at a given position and orientation in the workspace of the charac-
terized environment. Bernstein polynomials are used as the basis for these distortion 
models. In general, nth order Bernstein polynomials are defined for 0 i n≤ ≤  by 
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Extending Bernstein polynomial models for measurement error in 3D measurement 
space where the six error values from (1) are interpolated, for each value we have 
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The model in (3) is sufficient if the measurement error of the EM system being 
modeled is independent of the orientation of the sensors. However, this is not a valid 
assumption for many tracking system; in particular, this is not valid for the Aurora 
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system and the sensor orientation must be accounted for. The following algorithm 
accounts for both position-related and orientation-related measurement error: 

• Choose a set of basis orientations vectors for which the polynomials in (3) will be 
generated. They should be evenly distributed as the example shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Basis orientation vectors (14): 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 
-0.57735 0.57735 0.57735 
0.57735 -0.57735 0.57735 
-0.57735 -0.57735 0.57735 
-1 0 0 
0 -1 0 
0 0 -1 
-0.57735 -0.57735 -0.57735 
0.57735 -0.57735 -0.57735 
-0.57735 0.57735 -0.57735 
0.57735 0.57735 -0.57735 

 

Fig. 1. Basis orientations along which distortion models are created when using 14 basis vec-
tors. Measurements are interpolated between these to determine relative contributions of each. 

• For each measurement, determine the closest three base orientation vectors that 
enclose the z-axis of the measured sensor reading, in

v
, inside of a spherical trian-

gle defined by 1 2 3, ,  and b b b
v v v

 as shown in Fig. 2. Determine the corresponding 

areas of each of the three spherical triangles; these that are directly proportional 

to the weighting of a particular base vector’s contribution, ,i bw , to the error. 

• Calculate the Bernstein coefficients. For each base orientation, there are six sets 
of coefficients in (4) to solve for: X, Y, Z, Rx, Ry, Rz. 
o Normalize the measured positions to fit inside a unit cube. 
o Build the six sets of equations in Ax b≈

vv
 form to solve in the least squares 
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 Where, wi,b is the weight of the ith data point for the bth basis vector and 
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o Solve for 6m*(n+1)3 coefficients in the LS sense using singular value de-
composition (SVD), where m is the number of basis orientations. 
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n
v

 
Measured orientation 
(z-axis of sensor) 

1 2 3, ,b b b
v v v

 

Enclosing three base 
orientation vectors 

 
1 2 3, ,t t t  

Areas of corresponding 
spherical triangles 
(normalized to sum to 1) 

Fig. 2. Spherical interpolation techniques determine the relative contributions of the three 
closest orientations to a sensor’s measurement error (and vice versa for model generation) 

3   Tool Tracking Simulation 

Contrary to the more traditional application of modeling field distortion so that  
measurements can be compensated in real-time (which is also a feature of our  
software), we are focused on simplifying tool design by removing the necessity to 
construct and test each physical tool in each environment of interest. The method is 
similar to compensation methods, but sensor measurements are artificially distorted 
rather than corrected. 

3.1   Calculating Measurement Distortion 

For a given position and orientation error at a given simulated sensor pose we have 
the distorted sensor position and orientation as 

distorted actual posp p e= +v v v
   and  (6) 

1
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the axis and angle of the estimated orientation error. 
The above equations require the estimated measurement distortion for a given sen-

sor pose, 
pose
v  and 

orie
v . The process for determining the error is very similar to that of 

generating the distortion model; the error is calculated as  
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Where, the values for b correspond to one of the three closest basis orientations as 
described earlier and wb corresponds to the contribution of each basis orientation. 
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Fig. 3. Residual error for 1025 sensor measurements compensated for with a model generated 
an using independent data set of 1025 sensors as a function of polynomial order and angular 
resolution. An order of zero represents the original measurement error with no compensation. 

3.2   6-DOF Frame Fitting 

The frames { }1 2, , , nF F FL  represent the known position and orientation of n sensors 

with respect to the given RB frame of reference (i.e. a frame centered at a tool tip and 
aligned with a pointer shaft). Since sensor frames for the Aurora are only specified in 
5 DOF, they can be represented as ( ),i i iF n p= v v . 

De-meaned values of sensor positions are necessary to compute the optimal rota-
tional alignment of an RB configuration to the corresponding measurements. These 
values are the measurements in the RB frame with the position of the center of gravity 
(CG) in the RB frame subtracted off. The best rigid point cloud to point cloud rotation 
that aligns the sensor RB configuration to the measurements is found in the LS sense.  

Weighted orientations are treated the same way as the demeaned points; the 
weighting factor, w, keeps the position and orientation contributions balanced. The 
method is a modified version of that presented in [8], with the modification being the 
addition of orientations as just mentioned. Two variables are defined in (9); X repre-
sents the configuration of the rigid body’s sensors with respect to its own frame  
(denoted by subscript RB), and Y represents the corresponding positions and  
orientations for the actual sensor measurements  (denoted by subscript Meas). 
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Where, n represents the number of sensors, p represents the mean position of the 

measurement set, 
in
v  represents the unit vector pointing along the z-axis of the given 

sensor, w represents the weighting of the orientation measurements relative to the 
position measurements. This weight was analytically determined and experimentally 
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Fig. 4. Tool tracking scenario of where a tool 
is measured with respect to a coordinate refer-
ence frame (CRF). This is critical for IGS 
applications where a surgical tool is tracked 
with respect to a patient-fixed reference. 

confirmed to be a function of the relative position and orientation accuracy of the 
tracker. In the environment present in our lab, a weight of w=100 is satisfactory. 

Using the notation in [8], two variables are defined as  

( ,1:3)T
iq X i=     and    ( ,1:3)T

iq Y i′ =     for    i={1,…,2n} . (10) 

Using the variables in (10), the matrix H is calculated as  

1

n
T
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H q q
=
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The best rigid rotation in the LS sense that aligns the tool configuration to the 
measurements is determined by taking the SVD of H and calculating R where, 

TH U V= Λ     and       TR VU=  . (12) 

The optimal translation that aligns the RB with the measurements is then given by 

*Meas RBv p R p= −v
 . (13) 

3.3   Tool Tracking 

The primary contribution of this method 
is that it allows for simulated tracking of 
a tool with respect to a reference body 
and determining the relative tracking 
error. The frame transformations of 
interest are detailed in Fig. 4, the ‘^’ and 
the dotted lines indicate approximate, 
measured transformations. 

The important transformation from 
Fig. 4 is that of the tool with respect to 
the patient-fixed reference frame. It is 
defined as 

( ) 1ˆ ˆ ˆTool
CRF CRF ToolF F F

−
=  . 

(14) 

4   Simulation Software 

The above algorithms have been incorporated into a single program that allows for 
data collection, frame fitting, real-time measurement compensation, and tool simula-
tion; Fig. 5 displays the GUI for the simulator. The software takes a tool configuration 
and reference configuration from user-specified files or native NDI SROM formats. 
The reference is virtually placed at its commanded pose and the tool is placed with 
respect to the reference. Sensor locations in the base frame of the EM tracker are 
determined based on the RB configuration and are distorted based upon the polyno-
mial model of the error for the chosen environment from  (8). Tool RBs are refit to 
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Fig. 5. GUI front end for simulation software. Allows for 
simulated tracking of pre-defined tools with respect to pre-
defined references in a given characterized environment. 

the distorted sensor readings as in (12) and (13); tracking error is the relative change 
in frame transformation between the reference and the tool. 

The software can be run in three modes. The first mode, ‘Single Point’ mode, 
places the two RBs at the specified poses and outputs the relative tracking error. In 
‘Range of Motion’ mode, the reference is fixed in a pose selected by the user, and the 
tool is moved in the specified range of positions and orientations with respect to the 
reference. This represents a tool being moved about a patient-fixed CRF. Finally, in 
‘Input Data’ mode, the program accepts a text file with arbitrarily specified positions 
and orientations for both the tool and the reference. For all modes, summary statistics 
are displayed on the screen and results from each trial can be logged to file. 

4.1   Tool Design Using Simulator 

The simulator proves to be a very helpful tool for design of EM tracked instruments 
because a tool’s performance can be gauged without ever even building it; this allows 
for a very large quantity of trials. In general, the tool design procedure is as follows: 

1. Generate a CRF design (skip this step if one is already available) 
2. Simulate the CRF design in the appropriate environment with respect to the 

EMTS base. Many different environments can be used for the experiments. 
3. Analyze the results and 

decide if design satisfies 
requirements. If Yes, 
continue; if No, return 
to step 1. 

4. Generate a Tool design 
and simulate with re-
spect to the CRF. 

5. Analyze the results and 
decide if design satisfies 
requirements. If Yes, 
continue; if No, return 
to step 4. 

6. Build the reference and 
tool and compare the 
results. 

5   Discussion 

A new tool for design of electromagnetically tracked instruments is presented here. It 
allows for rapid prototyping and design of EM tracked tools without the necessity to 
physically build and experiment with many different designs. This allows for the 
prospect of faster design of higher quality tracked instruments. Initial experiments 
show that the polynomial model, when used for measurement compensation, produces 
a very accurate representation of the data. The RMS residual error for a mildly dis-
turbed data set that began with RMS errors of 2.30mm and 0.45o was below 0.20mm 
and 0.05o for a 6th order model with 14 basis orientations.  
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To get a better idea of how representative the measurement distortion model really 
is, it was applied to an independent set of sensor measurements with know reference 
measurements; the results are shown in Fig. 3. Realistically, it appears that we can 
expect the model to decrease the residual error by a factor of about two. Fortunately, 
the minimum residual error occurs at a lower order model (1st or 2nd order), so the 
quantity of data required for generation of the model can be reduced to make collec-
tion reasonable for a given practical environment such as an operating room. The 
compensation results are quite good, and therefore, we can expect the simulator to 
produce realistic distortions since it based off of the same model. Thus far, the proce-
dure has been used successfully to help design instruments and references for ENT 
surgery including a head-mounted CRF, endoscope, pointer, and tissue shaver. Fur-
ther results and more detail of these methods are available in [9].  
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